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On August 28 2011, the Martin Luther King National Memorial was scheduled to be dedicated during
celebrations scheduled to coincide with the anniversary of the historic 1963 March on Washington and Rev.
King’s “I have a Dream” Speech at the National Mall 48 years ago. On April 12th 2011, the United States Postal
Service issued two commemorative “forever” stamps - the first in a series of stamps commemorating the 150th
anniversary of the Civil War. The stamps depict the start of the war (Bombardment of Fort Sumter, Charleston
Harbor) and the first major battle (Capture of Rickett’s Battery during the Battle of First Bull Run).
The April 2011 stamps were combined with the planned August 2011 event in a set of six special covers
prepared for the memorial dedication. The cachet of the covers included an image of Dr. Martin Luther King,
along with text depicting the six “dreams” he shared in his 1963 “I have a dream” speech. Much like the Civil
War failed to achieve true racial equality in the United States, the 2011 MLK memorial dedication plans suffered
a setback when hurricane Irene swept through Washington DC and the August 28th events were postponed.




All six commemorative covers carried the following text at the bottom- a quote from an interview Mahatma
Gandhi gave to North American journalists in 1935: “It may be through the American Negro that the
unadulterated message of nonviolence will be delivered to the world.” The colors of the rainbow were used for
the six covers,
to represent Dr. King’s struggle for racial equality.
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Ten sets of these commemorative covers were prepared by philatelist Raj V. Rajan of Victor, NY and processed
with two different date cancels from Washington, DC. Upon special request, these cancellations were serviced
by Ms. Ladonna A. Cooke at the Smithsonian National Postal Museum’s post office on August 28th 2011 (the only
Washington DC post office open on Sundays). As with the Nobel centennial commemorative covers prepared at
Chicagopex 2001, the December 2009 UN-Obama Nobel Peace Prize commemorative covers, and the September
2010 Mother Teresa commemorative first day covers, these 2011 Martin Luther King Memorial commemorative
covers will be shared with a select group of organizations and individuals.





Information on the Nobel Centennial covers can be found at http://gandhi.topicalphilately.com/Gandhi and the
Nobel Peace Prize.pdf. Information on the 2009 UN-Obama Nobel Peace Prize commemorative covers can be
found at http://gandhi.topicalphilately.com/ PDF/2009 Nobel Peace Prize and the UN.pdf. Information on the
2010 Mother Teresa covers can be found at http://gandhi.topicalphilately.com/PDF/Mother Teresa 2010
FDCs.pdf .
The 2001, 2009 and 2010 covers were prepared to be shared with (1) The Nobel Museum, Stockholm, Sweden,
(2) Gandhi Memorial Museum, New Delhi, India, and (3) The M.K. Gandhi Institute for Non-Violence [Rochester
NY, USA]. These six August 2011 commemorative covers will also be shared with the same organizations.




In addition to these ten sets of commemorative covers prepared with stamps for domestic postage (44c), one
additional set was prepared with the 98c Grand Teton National Park definitive stamp (airmail rate) and mailed
to an address in Singapore on August 28 th 2011 from Washington DC. A third variety of the circular date stamp
from Washington DC (ZIP code 20066) was used on these postally used commemorative covers.




The Martin Luther King National Memorial was rescheduled to be dedicated on October 16th 2011. To
commemorate this occasion, another set of ten covers with the theme of the Civil Rights Movement was
prepared. To tell the story behind the Civil Rights Movement, the U.S Postal Service has issued a 10-stamp
series in 2005 entitled “In Order to Form A More Perfect Union”, coinciding with the 40th anniversary of the
1965 Voting Rights Act.
These ten stamps depict the non-violent struggle to achieve the more perfect Union, in contrast to the Civil War.
This is captured in the text of the cachets- “Dream to Reality: What Civil War Could Not Achieve, Civil Rights
Activism Did”.




The ten stamps in the set carried the 2005 face value for first class postage (37c) and depicted events associated
with the Civil Rights movement from 1948 to 1965. Additional postage (the 1961 8c Gandhi stamp) was used to
bring the value up to current first class mail rate. A graphic timeline at the bottom of the cachet denotes the
specific year of the milestone depicted in each commemorative cover.
All ten commemorative covers also carried the following text at the bottom: “It may be through the American
Negro that the unadulterated message of nonviolence will be delivered to the world.” The colors of the
rainbow were again used for the ten covers, to represent Dr. King’s struggle for racial equality.




Ten sets of these commemorative covers were prepared by philatelist Raj V. Rajan of Victor, NY and processed
with a date cancels from Washington, DC. Upon special request, these cancellations were serviced by Ms.
Ladonna A. Cooke at the Smithsonian National Postal Museum’s post office on October 16th 2011 (the only
Washington DC post office open on Sundays).
As with the Nobel centennial commemorative covers prepared at Chicagopex 2001, the 2009 UN-Obama Nobel
Peace Prize commemorative covers, the 2010 Mother Teresa commemorative first day covers, and the August
2011 MLK memorial covers, these October 2011 Martin Luther King Memorial commemorative covers will be
shared with a select group of organizations and individuals.




Information on the Nobel Centennial covers can be found at http://gandhi.topicalphilately.com/Gandhi and the
Nobel Peace Prize.pdf. Information on the 2009 UN-Obama Nobel Peace Prize commemorative covers can be
found at http://gandhi.topicalphilately.com/ PDF/2009 Nobel Peace Prize and the UN.pdf. Information on the
2010 Mother Teresa covers can be found at http://gandhi.topicalphilately.com/PDF/Mother Teresa 2010
FDCs.pdf .




The 2001, 2009 and 2010 covers were prepared to be shared with (1) The Nobel Museum, Stockholm, Sweden,
(2) Gandhi Memorial Museum, New Delhi, India, and (3) The M.K. Gandhi Institute for Non-Violence [Rochester
NY, USA]. These ten October 2011 commemorative covers will also be shared with the same organizations.




In addition to these ten sets of commemorative covers prepared with stamps for domestic postage, one
additional set was prepared with the 98c Grand Teton National Park definitive stamp (airmail rate) and mailed
to an address in Singapore on October 16th 2011 from Washington DC. Two other sets of ten covers were
mailed to Victor New York with the 2011 Barbara Jordan “forever” stamp and the 2011 Civil War stamps. These
were all cancelled with the double circle Washington DC circular date stamp (Zip code 20002).



